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Abstract 
Neurons of the basic strokes in handwritten Chinese character are built to coverage handwritten Chinese character 
image by using pattern recognition extraction of the nearest neighbor method. And then by analyzed neurons in the 
coverage of the situation during the traversal, imitated character codes input method which human generalized, 
strokes of the type ,quantity, location, the number and the type of  consistency and intersection points are counted, 
Characteristic knowledge data-base tables of recognized handwritten are established. Simple and more complex 
handwritten Chinese characters in SCUT-IRAC database are tested. The method is proved to be close to human fault 
tolerance and veracity. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
Chinese character recognition is an important branch of pattern recognition, it has important theoretical 
significance and using values in the most of technology fields[1]. The process of handwritten Chinese 
character of human knowledge is comparing and distinguishing all kinds of handwritten Chinese 
characters by the topology of each Chinese character and the recognition of the handwritten Chinese 
characters’ information which conclude whole word properties, hierarchical structure and stroke[2-3].The 
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difficulty of pattern recognition method lies in the establishing effective and continuous coverage for the 
limited samples of the same class of things [5]. From the perspective of computer graphics, handwritten 
Chinese character image is transformed into graphics which are composed by the basic strokes in a 
different location concluded horizontal, vertical, right-diagonal and left-diagonal stroke, imitated character 
codes input method which human generalized [6], pattern recognition method to give the machine 
capacity which “know” character graphics’ combinations of simple strokes and the consistency and 
intersection structure of stroke. Using an improved nearest neighbor algorithm [8], establish small oval 
model. 
2. Biomimetic pattern recognition based on improved nearest neighbor algorithm 
Based on the nearest neighbor algorithm [4], combined with pattern recognition, for offline 
handwritten Chinese character features, double  weights elliptical neuron network as the basic unit, the 
combination of several basic units to offline handwritten Chinese character images of the most good  
coverage, so you can essentially eliminate the distortion of Handwritten Chinese influence on the stroke 
extraction. Truly flexible machines can accurately "know" Handwritten Chinese Character Strokes. Using 
the improved nearest neighbor algorithm coverage Chinese characters. 
3. Using the improved nearest neighbor algorithm coverage Chinese characters 
3.1. Standardization 
Adopt the six-edge point tracking method  extracted the average width of character strokes, the image 
of the handwritten Chinese character stroke width of the normalized (normalized stroke width = 1), and 
then refined into refined m-dimensional connected collection, and ultimately be normalized into the size 
of 40x40 binary images of handwritten Chinese characters[7].  
3.2. The establishment of small oval neuron 
Handwritten Chinese character strokes with a large deformation, as resulting in stroke is difficult to be 
extracted and characterized. Each character is connected by a number of basic strokes cross the 
compound to form a relatively constant topology, therefore, need to build with the horizontal, vertical, 
left, press down strokes corresponding to the direction of the small oval neurons. 
3.3. Improved nearest neighbor algorithm 
The process of coverage Chinese characters as follow: Find the starting point(the highest and most left 
point); Find neighborhood in Fig2, determine what kind of a small oval, IF the adjacent point of the 
highest and the left is the direction in ③,THEN covered with a 0°oval; And so on; In Fig2, for the 
center to the right vertex of the small oval’s long axis, find points of 8 directions respectively. The whole 
image is completed by small ovals. 
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Fig. 1.direction 
4. Stroke extraction of handwritten Chinese character 
4.1. stroke segments combination and fault shapes of Chinese characters stroke 
•Handwritten Chinese characters on the four basic strokes of sub-image are broken up, segmentation 
shown in Fig 2. 
•
                
Fig. 2. Segmentation method of basic strokes of handwritten Chinese character 
•  First two strokes are on behalf of stroke type in the code, 0 and 1 are on behalf of the long and short 
which authors may find useful. 
Table 1. Basic stroke types and stroke codes 
Type shape code
horizontal 010,011 
vertical 020,021 
right-diagonal 030,031 
left-diagonal 040,041 
Table.2. Stroke segments combination and fault tolerant shapes of stroke style 
Component type Shape Component Code Fault-tolerant shape 
Fold composed of 
two basic strokes 
Vertical+ right-diagonal 050，051 050，051，021 
Horizontal+ vertical/ right-diagonal 060，061 060，061，011 
Horizontal+ right-diagonal 070，071 070，071，080 
Horizontal+ vertical 080，081 080，081，140，141，070 
Vertical+ right-diagonal/ left-diagonal 090，091 090，091，021，150 
Vertical+ horizontal 100，101 100，101，160，161，110 
Vertical+ right-diagonal 110，111 110，111，021，100 
right-diagonal+ left-diagonal 120，121 120，121 
left-diagonal+ horizontal/ right-diagonal 130，131 130，131，041 
Fold composed of 
three basic strokes 
Horizontal+ vertical+ Horizontal/ left-diagonal 140，141 140，141，080，081 
left-diagonal+ vertical+ horizontal/ left-diagonal 150，151 150，151 
Vertical+ horizontal+ Vertical/ left-diagonal 160，161 160，161，100，101 
left-diagonal+ horizontal+ vertical/ left-diagonal 170，171 170，171 
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Table 3. Characteristic knowledge database table of handwritten 
Shape code poison, number Fold shape code number shape code number 
010 
0 A 050 0 18 0
1 B 051 0 19 0
2/0 C 060 0 20 0
011 
0 A 061 0 21 0
0 B 070 0 22 0
1 C 071 0 23 0
020 
1 A 080 0 24 1/0 
2/1 B 081 0 25 0/1 
1/0 C 090 0 26 0
021 
0 A 091 1 27 0
0 B 100 0 28 0
1 C 101 0 29 0
030 
0 A 110 0
0/1 B 111 0
0 C 120 0
031 
1 A 121 0
0 B 130 0
shape code number 
0 C 131 0
040 
0 A 140 1 30 0
2 B 141 0 31 0
0 C 150 0 32 0
041 
0 A 151 0 33 0
0 B 160 0 34 0
0 C 161 1 35 0
170 0
171 0
5. Experiment
100 handwritten Chinese characters in SCUT-IRAC database are tested. Experiment result is listed as 
follows: 
Fig. 3. the sample of “创 1” 
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Fig. 4. the sample of “创 2”
In conclusion, the characteristic knowledge data-base of printed and handwritten Chinese character “
创 1/创 2”  are obtained in Table.3. 
6. Conclusion 
By identifying and improved bionic nearest neighbor algorithm as the way of handwritten Chinese 
characters "know" to do the research. 
•  Construction of 0 °, 90 °, 45 ° and 135 ° Strokes Double Weights series of small oval neurons to cover 
the images of handwritten Chinese characters, according to the number of small oval neurons directly 
determine the length of the stroke;  
•The paper combines a modified nearest neighbor algorithm, neighborhood search rules can be used 
more easily determine the type of complete harmony intersection;  
•Stroke extraction is converted to the right of the value of each individual section of neurons and two-
paragraph document the location of topology analysis, Inductive codes can mimic the human input of 
Chinese characters, Characteristics of handwritten Chinese characters come to the knowledge data 
structure table; 
•Study and comparison of humanoid judge, a priori knowledge to establish the sample characters, and 
fault-tolerant recognition;  
• In order to adapt to the distortion of handwritten Chinese characters, the use of fault-tolerant shape the 
type and number of neurons, so there can not distinguish between types of Chinese characters. 
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